Introduction {#Sec1}
============

There is considerable interest in modeling and analyzing dynamical systems that generate densities of states. Examples of such systems include chaotic systems (Boyarsky and Góra [@CR6]; Lasota and Mackey [@CR18]) and stochastically perturbed dynamical systems (Swishchuk and Islam [@CR29]). Such systems are encountered routinely in physics, biology, engineering and economics (Strogatz [@CR28]; Skinner [@CR27]).

In many practical situations, the system that generates the density of states is unknown and only the densities of states generated by the system or the invariant density associated with the system can be observed, while the individual point trajectories are not measurable. Conventional solutions (Maguire et al. [@CR20]; Han et al. [@CR11]; Príncipe and Kuo [@CR23]; Lai et al. [@CR17]; Lai and Tél [@CR16]; Bollt et al. [@CR5]) rely on time series observations, but for such situations they become unsuitable. The problem of inferring the unknown dynamical system from the observed densities is known as the inverse Frobenius--Perron problem (Boyarsky and Góra [@CR6]; Ershov and Malinetskii [@CR9]). The problem of reconstructing an unknown one-dimensional autonomous chaotic map given only knowledge of the invariant density function of the system has been considered by a number of authors (Ershov and Malinetskii [@CR9]; Góra and Boyarsky [@CR10]; Diakonos and Schmelcher [@CR7]; Pingel et al. [@CR22]), while there are special cases in which this problem has a unique solution. Given the invariant symmetric beta density functions, methods were introduced to construct a class of symmetric maps (Diakonos and Schmelcher [@CR7]) and a broader class of continuous unimodal maps whose each brand covers the complete interval (Pingel et al. [@CR22]). Given arbitrary invariant densities other similar approaches were proposed for identifying the maps with specified forms: two types of one-dimensional symmetric maps (Koga [@CR15]), smooth chaotic map with closed form (Huang [@CR13], [@CR14]), multi-branches complete chaotic map (Huang [@CR12]). Problems of synthesizing one-dimensional maps with prescribed invariant density function or autocorrelation function were tackled in Baranovsky and Daems ([@CR1]) and Diakonos et al. ([@CR8]). Using positive matrix theory an approach to synthesizing chaotic maps with arbitrary piecewise constant invariant densities and arbitrary mixing properties was developed in Rogers et al. ([@CR24]). This method was further extended to synthesizing dynamical systems with desired statistical properties (Rogers et al. [@CR25]), developing communication networks (Berman et al. [@CR2]) and designing randomly switched chaotic maps and two-dimensional chaotic maps used for image generation (Rogers et al. [@CR26]). In Bollt ([@CR3]) and Bollt and Santitissadeekorn ([@CR4]), a global and open-loop strategy of controlling chaos was presented to solve the inverse problem. The problem was reduced to that of finding a perturbation of the original Frobenius--Perron matrix to achieve the target invariant density function. In general, given only invariant density function, the solution to the inverse problem is not unique, as different maps exhibiting remarkably different dynamics may possess a same invariant density function. Therefore, additional assumptions or constraints are required to ensure the uniqueness of the identification results. A more recent approach (Nie and Coca [@CR21]) addresses the uniqueness issue by considering sequences of density functions generated by the system rather than just the invariant density function of the system. This method allows inferring the map that exhibits the same transient and asymptotic dynamics as the underlying system that generated the data. Although it is shown that the method is robust to noise, the approach does not exploit any a priori knowledge of the noise distribution. In addition, to our knowledge, all existing methods consider only autonomous maps.

In this context, this paper introduces for the first time a method to infer a one-dimensional map that is driven by an external control input while being subjected to an additive stochastic perturbation from sequences of observed density functions generated by the unknown system. We formulate the operator transferring the state density function of the stochastic dynamical system in terms of the Frobenius--Perron operator associated with the unperturbed underlying system that we aim to estimate, and derive the matrix representation of the transfer operator in terms of the Frobenius--Perron matrix. Based on this representation the new algorithm is developed to estimate the Frobenius--Perron matrix using temporal sequences of probability density functions generated by the stochastic dynamical system given the density functions of the control input and noise. The approach also determines the monotonicity of general nonlinear transformations over each interval of the partition, which is a crucial step to reconstruct the true dynamical system.

The paper is structured as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} introduces the inverse problem. The stochastic Frobenius--Perron operator associated with stochastically perturbed autonomous systems is derived in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. A matrix approximation of the operator is given in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Section [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} introduces the methodology of reconstructing general nonlinear maps from sequences of density functions. Section [6](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} presents a numerical simulation example to demonstrate the effectiveness of the developed algorithm for the stochastically perturbed autonomous systems. Conclusions are given in Sect. [7](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}.
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The Stochastic Frobenius--Perron Operator Associated with the Stochastically Perturbed Transformation {#Sec3}
=====================================================================================================
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*Remark 2* {#FPar2}
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In the first instance, we assume that *S* belongs to a special class of nonlinear transformations called piecewise linear semi-Markov transformations and develop the algorithm to reconstruct it. We then show how the reconstruction approach can be applied to approximate more general one-dimensional maps.
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Solving the Stochastic Inverse Frobenius--Perron Problem for Continuous Nonlinear Transformations {#Sec5}
=================================================================================================

This section introduces a method to reconstruct the underlying map *S* in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) based on a sequence of probability density functions estimated from data, under the general assumption that *S* is a continuous nonlinear map. Specifically, the method infers a piecewise linear semi-Markov map *Ŝ* with respect to a uniform partition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The proposed reconstruction algorithm for general nonlinear and continuous maps is summarized below. However, it is worth emphasizing that this method can also be used in cases when *S* is piecewise semi-Markov.*Step 1*: For *K* initial, piecewise constant densities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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These steps are described below in more detail.

Step 1: Observe Sets of States to Assemble Sequences of Densities {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------
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Step 2: Estimate the Coefficients *w* and Compute the Matrix *H* {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------------------------
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Step 3: Identify the Frobenius--Perron Matrix *M* {#Sec8}
-------------------------------------------------

For a continuous nonlinear map, the corresponding Frobenius--Perron matrix *M* must satisfy that the positive entries in each row are contiguous. Without enough constraints to optimize the matrix, it is generally difficult to identify a very fine matrix straightforwardly. Therefore, initially, a trail Frobenius--Perron matrix is derived to determine the indices of contiguous positive entries in each row, which are then used to refine the matrix. This is carried out in two stages. In the first instance, given ([21](#Equ21){ref-type=""}) the coordinate vectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The approximation to the continuous map may have an infinite number of pieces of monotonicity, and each piece $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Step 4: Construct the Nonlinear Map {#Sec9}
-----------------------------------

This step involves reconstructing the semi-Markov map that corresponds to the identified Frobenius--Perron matrix *M*. For a continuous map, it started with determining the monotonicity of each branch $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Numerical Simulation Example {#Sec10}
============================
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Conclusions {#Sec11}
===========

This paper introduced a new algorithm for reconstructing the underlying one-dimensional map for an autonomous dynamical system that is driven by an additive control input and also subjected to an additive stochastic perturbation, given the observed sequences of probability density functions generated by the unknown system, and the input and noise density functions. Evolution of densities was formulated and described by a stochastic Frobenius--Perron operator that has a matrix representation. This forms the basis for the algorithm to identify the Frobenius--Perron matrix associated with a piecewise linear semi-Markov approximation to the underlying nonlinear map. Based on the matrix representation of the stochastic Frobenius--Perron operator the densities generated by the dynamical system and evolving from a given initial condition can be predicted. Convergence of the evolving densities analyzed from the matrix representation reveals a fact that only a limited number of densities characterizing the transient dynamics is observable for arbitrary initial condition, and thus, this requires different initial conditions so as to generate as many as possible temporal sequences of densities to reconstruct the underlying map.

For the situations where only a limited number of initial conditions are available for generating the temporal sequences of densities that converges quickly to the equilibrium distribution, a potential effective solution is to apply multiple linearly independent input density functions to the stochastic dynamical systems so that the densities would diverge to different equilibrium distributions, which will be further explored. From a practical perspective, it is also worthwhile to extend the approach to higher-dimensional systems based on sequences of mixture densities generated by the more complex systems.

Furthermore, this paper provides a new insight into identification of stochastic dynamical systems given the density functions of control inputs. It triggers a new scheme to solve the control problem for such systems. Specifically, given the noise density function, the problem aims to determine the optimal input density function so that the dynamical system can have a desired equilibrium distribution that represents the targeted asymptotic dynamics.
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